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Preface

In the Name of Allah the Most gracious the Most Merciful

All praises are due to Allah, the lord of the universes; peace and
blessings be upon our prophet Muhammad, his family and all of his
companions:
The universe of digitalization is gaining the enormousness and depth
across the entire segments of finance and economics and rapidly
producing the products and mechanisms that needs to be studied and
explained well in order to be well comprehended prior to release a ruling
pertaining to them prior to dealing with them. The Islamic Shari’ah
encompasses all the contemporary developments of the human life, the
same has been underscored by every advancement and modification, as
the mankind finds their desired solution in Islamic Shari’ah as part of
‘the way of life’ ensuring the peaceful and dignified life in this world
and the pleasure of the world hereafter.
The finance and economic world today observe a new ecosystem
which has emerged as an alternative to the conventional ecosystems,
and notices the accompanying risks surrounded to the new entrant.
Our conference in its eighth version has gathered a group of revered
scientists, experts, tech savvies to present a vivid picture of this
concurrent incident, reveal its details, and its impact on the Islamic
finance and its products, transcending to explain the Shari’ah rulings
and the way to deal with these contemporary issues.
This conference is held under the generous auspice of H. E. Sheikh
Khalid bin Khalifa bin Abdulaziz Al Thani, the Prime Minister and
the Minister of Interior, and the official sponsorship of ‘Ministry of
Trade and Industry’. The event has been organized by Bait Al-Mashura
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Finance Consultations together with the strategic partner ‘Dukhan
Bank’, the diamond sponsor ‘General Directorate of Endowments, the
Ministry of Endowments and Islamic Affairs’ the silver sponsor ‘Qatar
Financial Center’ along with the academic partnership of College of
Shariah and Islamic Studies at Qatar University, and College of Islamic
Studies at Hamad Bin Khalifa University.
Seeking Allah’s accordance and appropriation
The Scientific Committee
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Conference Objectives
•

To familiarize with the policies and procedures of supervisory and
regulatory bodies of the decentralized digital FinTech.

•

To describe the Shari’ah rules and controls related to products of
decentralized digital FinTech.

•

To discuss the decentralized digital FinTech products.

•

To showcase the experiences of digital FinTech entities.

•

Contribute to fostering community financial culture, and acquiring
project management and entrepreneur skills.

•

Learn about digital transformation in the field of Islamic financial
services and financial technological opportunities available within
Islamic capital markets.
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Abstract
This study employs a qualitative research approach to understand the role of Islamic
Financial Institutions (IFIs) in promoting Financial Products that align digitalization
and sustainability. In the analysis process, a qualitative content analysis is applied,
which is then supplemented by an exploratory research to develop a roadmap to
promote digital sustainable finance innovation by IFIs.
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Introduction
Digitalization is shaping the future of the global financial industry, including the
banking sector. Digital banking involves the digitization of traditional banking
activities, processes and products to enhance customer experience and promote
efficiency. High internet penetration and high levels of digital literacy has helped
several banks globally to adopt digital transformation and many to launch digital
banking offerings. Moreover, with several countries envisioning cashless economies
the use of online and mobile banking is estimated to reach nearly one billion by
2024(1). Customers in the digital age demand digital financial services and much of the
demand is driven by the digital natives or the millennials, who require fast, innovative
and cost effective services. New digital banking solutions such as mobile payments
and wallets enable banks to deliver innovative, engaging, inclusive banking solutions
to digital customers and enhance customer experience by providing personalized
financial services.
Digital transformations accelerate across the Islamic finance industry as well,
facilitated by the expanding Islamic Fintech landscape. With about two billion adults
that, according to the global findex database, are currently unbanked, fintech has the
capability to expand access to financial solutions. The Islamic fintech report 2021
estimates the 2020 Islamic Fintech transaction volume within OIC countries to be
$49 billion with 241 fintechs globally, representing 0.7% of global Fintech transaction
volume. The report ranks Malaysia, Saudi Arabia, UAE, Indonesia and UK as the
top five strongest ecosystems. Fintech innovations offer genuine alternatives to
traditional banking and payment systems offering innovative solutions for companies
to reduce the cost of doing business, extend their customer base and take marketshare from traditional banks. They also create more sophisticated risk management,
trade processing, treasury management and data analysis tools. In addition, FinTech
(1) Statista.com
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markets with more stringent Covid-19 lockdown measures reported higher growth
in transaction volume as a result of revisiting their existing products, services and
policies, and launching a range of new products and services.
On the other hand, sustainable finance has gained popularity globally with more
innovations in the banking and capital markets segments. According to Refinitiv,
Sustainable lending totaled US$79.1 billion during the first half of 2020, with
European borrowers accounting for 63% of overall sustainable lending. A growing
number of financial institutions globally have voluntarily adopted and implemented
a broad range of sustainability practices as a response to emerging challenges and
stakeholder expectations when it comes to social and environmental impact. Triodos
bank, one of the leading global sustainable banks defines sustainable banking as ‘’using
money with conscious thought about its environmental, cultural and social impacts,
with the support of savers and investors who want to make a difference. It means
meeting present day needs without compromising those of future generations’’. This
means giving equal consideration to economic, ecological, and social aspects in all of
the bank’s actions in order to achieve the goal of passing on a healthy environment,
good business conditions and a socially just basis for life to coming generations
(UNP-FI, 2019). This growing awareness about the materiality of sustainability
issues can also be noticed among several regulators and policy makers globally
with the issuance of various principles on sustainable and responsible banking and
investments. These include Bellagio Sustainability Assessment and Measurement
Principles (BellagioSTAMP), the Principles of Values-based Banking, the Principles
of Responsible Banking, Value-Based Intermediation (VBI), the Principles for
Responsible Investment (PRI), etc. Table 3 below provides an overview of selected
sustainability principles:
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Table 3. Examples of Global Sustainability Principles
Sustainability

Overview

Principles

Principle 1. Triple bottom line approach at the heart of the business model.

Principle 2. Grounded in communities, serving the real economy and enabling new
Principles of

1

Values-based

Banking (GABV)

business models to meet the needs of both.

Principle 3. Long-term relationships with clients and a direct understanding of their
economic activities and the risks involved.

Principle 4. Long-term, self-sustaining, and resilient to outside disruptions.
Principle 5. Transparent and inclusive governance.

Principle 6. All of these principles embedded in the culture of the bank.

2

Principles for

Principle 1. Attainment of benefit and prevention of harm

Intermediation

Principle 3. Fairness and Transparency

Value-based
(Malaysia)

Principle 2. Integration of Shariah

Principle 4. Constructive and inclusive collaboration with stakeholders
Principle 1. Alignment: aligning the business strategy to be consistent with and
contribute to individuals’ needs and society’s goals.

Principle 2. Impact: continuously increase the positive impacts while reducing the

negative impacts on, and managing the risks to, people and the environment resulting
from our activities, products and services.

Principle 3. Clients and Customers: work responsibly with the clients and customers
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Principles for
Responsible

Banking (UNEP FI)

to encourage sustainable practices and enable economic activities that create shared
prosperity for current and future generations.

Principle 4. Stakeholders: proactively and responsibly consult, engage and partner with
relevant stakeholders to achieve society’s goals.

Principle 5. Governance and Target Setting: Implement commitment to the principles

through effective governance and a culture of responsible banking, demonstrating
ambition and accountability by setting public targets relating to our most significant
impacts.

Principle 6. Transparency and Accountability: periodically review individual and
collective implementation of the principles and be transparent about and accountable for
the positive and negative impacts and the contribution to society’s goals.

Principle 1. Incorporate ESG issues into investment analysis and decision-making
Principles for
4

Responsible
Investment
(UNEP FI)

processes.

Principle 2. Be active owners and incorporate ESG issues into our ownership policies
and practices.

Principle 3. Seek appropriate disclosure on ESG issues by the entities in which we invest.

Principle 4. Promote acceptance and implementation of the Principles within the
investment industry.

Principle 5. Work together to enhance our effectiveness in implementing the Principles.
Principle 6. Report on our activities and progress towards implementing the Principles.
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Principle 1. Define strategic impact objectives, consistent with the investment strategy.
Principle 2. Manage strategic impact on a portfolio basis.

Principle 3. Establish the Manager’s contribution to the achievement of impact.
Investing

for Impact:
5

Operating

Principles

for Impact

Management
(IFC)

Principle 4. Assess the expected impact of each investment, based on a systematic
approach.

Principle 5. Assess, address, monitor, and manage the potential negative impacts of each
investment.

Principle 6. Monitor the progress of each investment in achieving impact against
expectations and respond appropriately.

Principle 7. Conduct exits considering the effect on sustained impact.

Principle 8. Review, document, and improve decisions and processes based on the
achievement of impact and lessons learned.

Principle 9. Publicly disclose alignment with the Principles and provide regular
independent verification of the alignment.

Principle 1. Review and Categorisation: categorise projects based on the magnitude of
their potential environmental and social risks and impacts.

Principle 2. Environmental and Social Assessment: require the client to conduct an

Assessment process to address, to the EPFI’s satisfaction, the relevant environmental
and social risks and impacts of the proposed project.

Principle 3. Applicable Environmental and Social Standards: The Assessment process
should, in the first instance, address compliance with relevant host country laws,
regulations and permits that pertain to environmental and social issues.

Principle 4. Environmental and Social Management System and Equator Principles

Action Plan: The EPFI will require the client to develop or maintain an Environmental
and Social Management System (ESMS).
6

The Equator
Principles

Principle 5. Stakeholder Engagement: The EPFI will require the client to demonstrate

effective stakeholder engagement as an ongoing process in a structured and culturally
appropriate manner with affected communities and, where relevant, other stakeholders.

Principle 6. Grievance Mechanism: The EPFI will require the client, as part of the ESMS,

to establish a grievance mechanism designed to receive and facilitate the resolution of
concerns and grievances about the Project’s environmental and social performance.

Principle 7. Independent Reviews: project finance and project-related corporate loans.

Principle 8. Covenants: incorporation of covenants linked to compliance. For all Projects,
the client will covenant in the financing documentation to comply with all relevant host
country environmental and social laws, regulations and permits in all material respects.

Principle 9. Independent Monitoring and Reporting: project finance & project-related
corporate loans.

Principle 10. Reporting and Transparency: The EPFI will report according to the
minimum reporting requirements

7

Principles for
Sustainable

Finance (UAE)

Principle 1. Integration of ESG Factors into Governance, Strategy and Risk Management.
Principle 2. Principle 2: Minimum Eligibility Requirement.

Principle 3. Promotion of Appropriate ESG Related Reporting and Disclosure.
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Principle 1. Definition: Positive Impact Finance is that which serves to finance Positive
Impact Business.
Principles for

8

Positive Impact
Finance (PIF)
(UNEP FI)

Principle 2. Frameworks: to promote the delivery of Positive Impact Finance, entities
(financial or non-financial) need adequate processes, methodologies, and tools, to

identify and monitor the positive impact of the activities, projects, programmes, and/or
entities to be financed or invested in.

Principle 3. Transparency: entities (financial or non-financial) providing Positive Impact
Finance should provide transparency and disclosure.

Principle 4. Assessment: the assessment of Positive Impact Finance delivered by entities
(financial or non-financial), should be based on the actual impacts achieved.

Disruption and innovation in digital and sustainable finance is underway in many
countries. In Europe, the Digital Finance/Fintech Action Plan and the Sustainable
Finance Strategy both represent important milestones for the union’s countries. The
objective is to promote synergies between both segments, until now treated separately.
Digitalization can promote sustainable finance impact by enhancing environmental,
social and governance (ESG) disclosure and facilitating access to retail financing,
sustainable rating and impact assessment. This link has further been evidenced by
the COVID-19 pandemic, which accelerated the adoption of alternative models that
rely more on technology and sustainability. Therefore, with all these factors, Islamic
finance cannot escape the digital transformation and sustainability revolution and, in
order to survive, Islamic banks need to align their vision and business activities with
the requirements of digital sustainable finance.
The research seeks to use the innovation inherent in sustainable finance and digital
finance to provide a framework for strengthening Islamic banks digital finance product
innovation. To do so, it explores a digital sustainable finance roadmap that supports
the contribution of Islamic banks to sustainable development through digitalization.
The study has therefore four key objectives:
1. To discuss the potential of digital transformation and sustainability integration
for Islamic banks;
2. To suggest a framework that promotes synergies between sustainable and
digital finance;
3. To develop policy recommendations for a successful digital sustainable finance
strategy by Islamic banks.
To do so, the study employs a qualitative research approach to understand the
importance of promoting synergies between digital and sustainable banking by
Islamic banks. In the analysis process, a qualitative content analysis will be applied,
which will then be supplemented by an exploratory research to develop a framework
14

for accelerating digital sustainable products innovation by Islamic banks.

Banking Digital Transformation and Covid-19 Pandemic
Digital financial services (DFS) are financial services (e.g., payments, remittances,
and credit) accessed and delivered through digital channels, including via mobile
devices (IMF, 2020). Digital Transformation has been a critical focus area for
most financial institutions globally with expected benefits of improved customer
engagement and satisfaction, cost efficiencies, better resource utilization, and more
automation (Borrett, 2021). Key digital transformation technologies, as described in
table 1 below, include Artificial Intelligence (AI), Near Field Communication (NFC),
Video Chat, Augmented and Virtual Reality.
Table 1. Key digital transformation technologies
Key digital transformation
technologies

Description

Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine
Learning

Allow virtual interactions, predictive analysis and facilitate the
identification of potential money laundering activities.

Near Field Communication (NFC)

Enables customers to make payments at their convenience by tapping
their phone on the counter or paying with their smartwatch.

Augmented and Virtual Reality

Aids businesses improve productivity, quality and provide knowledge
transfer, training, and excellent customer support.

Video Chat

Allows customers and team members to interact face-to-face through
remote video collaboration sessions.

Big Data and Real-Time Analytics

Facilitates data processing and decision making.

API Based Integration

Allows reduced market time, rapid development, and increased
accessibility of information.

Cloud Technology

Helps handle large amounts of data cost-effectively and securely,

Bank digital transformation consists in the automation and optimization of traditional
banking services, which enhances customer experience, facilitate decision-making and
fosters innovation. Many banks tackle the challenges of digitalization by cooperating
with startup firms that offer technology-driven financial services and novel service
packages (Hornuf et al., 2021). As key enablers of bank digitalization, Fintechdriven innovation is influencing several stages of the banking segment’s value chain
including capital mobilization, data, analytics, deposit services and financing activities.
Financial technology innovation improve banks’ capital adequacy and management
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efficiency (Zhao et al., 2021; lee et al. 2021; Chen et al., 2021), competitiveness and
performance (Dwivedi et al., 2021, Kou et al., 2021), reduces credit risk (Cheng and
Qu 2020; Wang et al. 2021) and leads to increased profitability (Wang et al., 2021).
The recent COVID-19 pandemic had significant implications for both national
economies and the global financial system, in addition to hindering the achievement
of the sustainable development goals (SDGs) agenda. The spread of COVID- 19 and
related government lockdowns led to a sizeable increase in the rate of finance app
downloads (Fu and Mishra, 2021), therefore accelerating digital transformation by
many institutions globally. The Mckinsey Global payments 2021 report shows that
the pandemic reinforced major shifts in payments behavior with declining cash usage,
migration from in-store to online commerce, adoption of instant payments. The
report highlights that globally, the number of non-cash transactions grew by 6 percent
from 2019 to 2020 because of the increasing innovation of customized payment
solutions such as QR code, “tap to pay,” and link-based payments that make the
payment experience seamless, pleasant, and increasingly contactless. In Indonesia, for
example, the increase in digital adoption the value of e-money transactions grew by
nearly 39 percent between 2019 and 2020, fueled primarily by an (Mckinsey, 2021).

Digitalization, Sustainability and Value-Based Banking
A truly sustainable bank’s mission cannot be purely defined from the perspective of
the maximization of shareholder value and client satisfaction. It needs to incorporate
wider sustainability goals. Financial innovation is crucial in achieving this objective
and requires an integrated approach in incorporating sustainability objectives in bank
product development.
Sustainable banking consists in offering products and services that integrate
sustainability considerations. Sustainable banking products leverage new policies,
processes and technologies to offer traditional banking value propositions with
greater environmental and social sustainability. This includes shifting financing from
carbon-based energy project towards renewable energy, providing cheaper financing
for sustainable projects such energy efficient real-estate, tailoring specific products
at lower costs to serve low-income populations to promote social equity, financial
inclusion and economic justice and developing innovative sustainable financing such
as sustainable agriculture to promote community development and climate change
mitigation. Key sustainable banking products include green bonds, sustainable
mortgages and sustainability-linked loans. Malaysia, one of the leading Islamic
finance countries, implemented the concept of Value-based Intermediation (VBI)
aims to deliver the intended outcomes of Shariah through practices, conduct and
offerings that generate positive and sustainable impact to the economy, community
and environment, consistent with the shareholders’ sustainable returns and long-term
16

interests (BNM, 2018).
The potential and risks of digital finance to enhance sustainable finance are increasingly
recognized both internationally and nationally (UNEP Inquiry, 2018). The G20
Green Finance Study Group (GFSG) identified throughout its work various barriers
to scaling and deploying sustainable finance. These include information asymmetries;
limited analytical capabilities and maturity mismatches. Digitalization can
accelerate sustainable finance in three ways. First, funds mobilization for sustainable
development. Second, improving the use of funds for social and environmental
impact. Third, financial inclusion that directly affects financial stability (Banna and
Alam, 2021). Table 2 below lists examples of sustainable banking products and their
enabling technologies.
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Table 2. Examples of Sustainable Banking Products and Enabling Digital Technologies
Sustainable
Banking
Product
Category

Examples

Enabling Technologies

Impact account

 Carbon footprint: Enable customers to track and

 Cloud computing: to monitor trans-

 Green deposit and saving accounts

 Open Banking Aps: to provide con-

offset their carbon footprint

 Cashback sustainability rewards
 Goal based savings accounts

action records.

sumers with more visibility, analysis
and control over their finances.

 Blockchain technology: for sustainability impact assessment.

Rewards credit

 A credit card that rewards members for their

 Cryptodynamic & biometric cards.

SME impact

 Online platform for SMEs which, in addition

 Artificial intelligence (AI), data

business tools for implementing and measuring

able more risk-sensitive and timely

card

banking platform

contributions towards sustainability.

to impact-oriented banking products, provides

social and economic initiatives, such as carbon
footprint offsetting.

management and analytics: to encredit decisions at a lower cost.

 Network-based marketing to enable
SMEs to reach a larger pool of customers.

Wealth management

 Sustainable investing

 Machine learning and artificial in-

telligence (AI): to enhance decision
making capabilities in portfolio
management,

financial planning,

order execution and budget management.

 Robotic Process Automation:
Trade Finance

 Sustainability-linked loans (loan instruments
and contingent facilities such as guarantee lines
or letters of credit).

 Blockchain technology: to streamline the trade finance process.

 Sustainable invoice financing
Insurance

 Data analytics and Artificial intel-

 Green Insurtech

ligence (AI): to help businesses to
assess

sustainable

challenges
Financing

environmental

 Sustainabile mobility

In order to accelerate sustainable finance and digital transformation, several countries
have implemented enabling frameworks as shown in figure 1 below:
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Figure 1. Examples of Digital Sustainable Finance Enabling Frameworks
Malaysia
Sustainable
Finance

 SRI Framework

 Value-Based
(VBI)

Intermediation

Indonesia

European
Union

 Roadmap for Sustainable Finance in Indonesia 2015–2019

2026

2024

Finance

2026

 Financial Sector Blueprint 2022-

Strategic

Agenda

2019-

 EU Sustainable

 Financial Sector Blueprint 2022-

Digitalization

 EU’s

egy
 Digital Finance Innovation
Road Map And Action Plan
2020-2024.

 OJK blueprint for digital
banking transformation

 Regulation

Strat-

 EU Digital Finance/Fintech
Action Plan

No.12/

POJK.03/2018 on the Imple-

mentation of Digital Bank-

ing Services by Commercial
Banks

Islamic banks Sustainable Digital Finance: Readiness
and Challenges
The Shari’ah instructs preservation of all forms of life and property as key goals
of Islamic law. Environmental concerns are inherent in Islamic ethics and thus
ought to be considered in contemporary Islamic finance. Contemporary principles
of environmentalism and social justice are deeply imbedded within classical Islamic
law and ethics. Islamic banking is one of the major segments in the Islamic financial
industry, with more than 70% of the total Islamic finance assets (IFSB, 2021) and
therefore it has a strategic role in promoting digital sustainable finance.
Baber (2020) compares the performance of countries following Islamic and
conventional finance system in terms of financial inclusion and FinTech. He
demonstrated that countries with conventional finance have a higher number of
FinTech users. According to the 2021 Islamic fintech report, most of the fintechs
highlight the greatest hurdles to be Lack of capital, consumer education, and finding
talent. Meanwhile, the respondents considered Payments, Deposits & Lending and
Raising Funds as the top growth segments in 2021. Table 3 below shows examples of
fintech developments globally:
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Table 3. Examples of Fintech Developments Globally
Examples with Links

Region

Brief Description

1. Accounts and Payables
Rizq/Baraka

UAE

Rizq

UK

Niyah

UK

Insha

Germany

Digital banking via an app, launched by Al Baraka Bank

Nomo

UK

Digital banking via an app, launched by Boubayan Bank

Digital banking via an app

2. Deposits and Savings
Investment
Platform

Accounting

El Gameya

Moneyfellows
Hakbah

Malaysia

Egypt
Egypt
Saudi Arabia

Allows individual and institutional investors to open investment
accounts and the platform matches the investments with ventures
or SME looking for funds

Mainly provides microcredit and collaborative
lending solutions based on the ROSCA model
MoneyFellows is the evolution of Money Circles
Hakbah is the most comprehensive and integrated app to manage

and organize the Jamiya, or as it may know (Savings Groups,
Committee, Ayuuto, Chit Fund, or Chits).

3 Robo Advisory
Wahed Invest
Sarwa

US, UK,

Malaysia
UAE

The largest valued Islamic Fintech
Conventional Robo advisor platform that offers Shari’ahcompliant products

4. P2P Lending/Crowdfunding
Ethis

Indonesia

The first Real Estate crowdfunding platform launched

Yielders UK

UK

Real Estate Crowdfunding

Beehive

UAE

Eureaca

UAE, UK

Zoomal

Lebanon

Launched as a conventional form of helping crowdfund SME
finances, it later included Islamic workflow based on the GCC
region’s customer demands for Islamic Fintech solution
Shariah compliant equity crowdfunding

5. Alternative Financing
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Tamara

Saudi Arabia

An alternative or embedded finance option for e-commerce
consumers is provided whereby they can buy certain goods online
at certain limit then pay over few interest free instalments

6. Social Finance
Launchgood.com

Global Islamic crowdfunding charity platform

GiveZakat

GiveZakat is the mobile arm of UNHCR’s Refugee Zakat Fund

WaqfChain

Malaysia

Cash Waqf solution over Blockchain launched by Finterra

Global Sadaqah

Indonesia

CSR, Zakat and Waqf Management platform

Yallagive

UAE

Digital fundraising platform

7. Digital Assets
Wethaq Capital Markets
Blossom Finance

UAE
Indonesia

Fintech based in UAE that issued the First Sukuk pilot utilizing R3
Corda Blockchain network

Implemented Smart Sukuk for Micro Finance over Ethereum
ERC20 smart contract

Source: Adapted from (AMF, 2021)

There are several gaps that exist in the Islamic Finance industry, which also create
opportunities for IFIs to launch new products and services and position themselves in
the industry:
a. Trade Finance:
International trade has historically grown much faster than global GDP, nearly doubling
in the 20 years prior to the pandemic and representing 60 percent of global GDP
(World Bank, 2021). It also accounts about 20-30% of the world’s carbon emissions
according to the World Trade Organization (WTO). Trade can play an important role
in the post pandemic recovery, especially for the SME segment.
The global size of the ITF has reached US$186 billion, less than 5 percent of
total estimated trade finance activities by OIC member countries (CIBAFI,
2018), representing a relatively small fraction in global trade. Therefore, financial
technologies like Blockchain have the potential to scale up ITF by reducing fees for
importers and simplifying the required transactions documentation. Smart contracts
can improve existing formats for letters of credit, promote traceability and enable
impact assessment, a key requirement of sustainable finance. In addition, several bank
online market places have been developed globally to support trade. These include
CIMB HalalBizReady, AmAccess Trade, Standard Chartered Saadiq Halal3607, etc.
On the other hand, integrating ESG factors in ITF can reduce its carbon footprint and
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therefore promote sustainable development.
b. Islamic Social Finance (ISF):
One of the challenges in ISF is the mobilization, channeling and traceability of social
funds. In order to reduce the incidence of fraud, while improving financial inclusion
and social and environmental impacts, social finance funds can be channeled using
blockchain technology. Other Bank-fintech technologies can provide integrated
solutions to the entire charity and zakat value chain including the collection,
distribution, and intermediation of funds. Moreover, bank-fintech can promote
financial inclusion as it necessitates the opening of bank accounts in order to access
the allocated funds.
Fintech developments can enhance the efficiency of awqaf management by promoting
transparency, accountability and the traceability of financial flows. For example, a
FintTech-enabled cash waqf can be based on crowdfunding mechanism whereby a
potential donator (waqif) of cash waqf will go to the Web site of the crowdfunding
platform and provide details of waqf amount and the waqif him/ herself (Yoshida,
2019). In addition, the blockchain technology can promote the traceability of awqaf
funds by modelling the cash waqf framework and preserving the transactions made by
waqifs in a trustworthy manner (Zulaikha and Rusmita, 2018).
The efficiency and impact of Islamic microfinance can also be enhanced through
Bank-fintech cooperation. Shaikh (2020) suggests a hybrid microfinance model that
integrates various Islamic commercial and social finance institutions through Fintech
for efficient and impactful results.
c. SME Financing:
The acceleration of digitalization following the Covid-19 pandemic has also enabled
SMEs to leverage online platforms to lower operating costs, improve productivity,
mobilize financing and benefit from business intelligence services. Solution such as
peer-to-peer lending and e-wallets can support SME business development. A 2021
OECD study, “SME Digitalisation to Build Back Better,” shows revenue rises among
SMEs that engaged in digital sales or advertising thanks to innovations such as cloud
solutions, e-commerce capabilities, and e-banking.
d.Wealth Management and sustainable investing:
IFIs can also leverage on digital technologies such as Artificial Intelligence (AI) to
advise clients on their optimal investments or portfolios. Robot-advisory facilitates
financial advisory, decision making and compliance.
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Conclusions and policy recommendations
The recent COVID-19 pandemic had significant implications for national economies
and the global financial system. This is in addition to the growing threat to the
world’s macroeconomic and financial stability due to climate risks and growing
economic equality. Several countries have integrated sustainability objectives and
digital transformation into their national strategies. For instance, the Organization
for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) estimates that the public
resources committed by governments to support a green recovery amount to at least
USD 312 billion.
Innovations in digital sustainable Islamic banking products have the potential to
accelerate the flow of capital to a more sustainable digital economy, as well as help
meet global policy objectives, namely when it comes to climate change mitigation as
well as achieving the sustainable development agenda for overall societal good. To do
so, Islamic banks need to work on boosting sustainability and digital education levels,
upgrading infrastructures and developing appropriate sustainability and digitalization
strategies in order to shift from the traditional financial intermediation to value-based
intermediation. Islamic banks should therefore pursue a five pillar digital sustainable
strategy in order to accelerate digital sustainable finance adoption as depicted in figure 2:
Figure 2. Five Pillar Digital Sustainable Banking Strategy

Integrate: Integration consist in considering both digitalization and sustainability as
core business values, which needs to be reflected in the bank’s vision and mission.
Islamic banks need to find new sources of value by creating synergies between digital
technologies and sustainability. Strategic steps include approaching sustainability as
a business opportunity as well as a societal mandate (Accenture, 2021). Accenture’s
recent global research study found that companies pursuing this approach are 2.5X
more likely to be among tomorrow’s strongest-performing businesses.
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Innovate: Innovation in digital sustainable banking consists in aligning sustainability
integration and digital transformation in product development to promote sustainable
development, competitively, efficiency and financial inclusion.
Educate: Digital sustainable finance require dedicated communication strategies to
promote awareness, societal accountability, accelerate the adoption of digital behavior
and influence sustainable behaviors by engaging investors, financial institutions,
public institutions, donors and civil society on sustainable development issues.
Monitor and Assess: The lack of transparency has been a huge problem in waqf
administration and the mobilization of donations in general. As a result, many
people are reluctant to donate to waqf institutions because of the weak trust in their
administrators and the allocation of their donations. Therefore, the implementation
of impact reporting whereby the progress on preparedness projects is reported could
mitigate this challenge.
Collaborate: Bank-Fintechs collaboration can promote the development of innovative
solutions to promote digital financial solutions for financial inclusion, remittances
management, sustainability, social impact, trade finance and accelerating the postCovid 19 recovery. Innovations in new technologies such as blockchain have the
potential to unlock green and sustainable finance to help meet global policy objectives.
On the other hand, Islamic fintechs can leverage on IFIs large customer base to
distribute their solutions while Islamic fintechs can support IFIs in offering innovative
solutions to attract new customers. Several global banks are already following this
path. Although banks have realized that cooperation with fintechs is a key approach
to foster innovation, they struggle to address the associated challenges (Drasch et
al., 2018). Finally, proper monitoring by the regulatory authorities is crucial to avoid
cybersecurity and data privacy concerns and green washing.
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Abstract
Decentralized applications developed using blockchain technology provide innovative
business models to serve the human race and solve existing challenges. Climate
change is one of the biggest problems humanity is facing and there is a dearth of
solutions in tackling this grave impediment to the long-term sustainability of our
planet. Accountability, greenwashing, traceability, impact assessment and trading of
carbon credits are unresolved issues in the ESG sector. In this paper, we present a novel
decentralized application software, DCarbonX, that solves the enumerated problems
using NFTs on the blockchain platform, through smart contracts. The paper describes
the functional architecture of DCarbonX, while elaborating on its salient features and
utility in sustainable finance, in particular green sukuk. DCarbonX is a pioneering
software providing an exchange for trading of carbon credits. The software facilitates
logging of impact and traceable transactions in a carbon market, that would help to
prevent duplication of records and greenwashing. The paper discusses the efforts
being undertaken to achieve the climate goals as per the Paris Agreement and also
highlights the pivotal obstacles to achieving carbon neutrality by 2050, as per COP26.
The paper also encompasses a study on the applications of dapps in DeFi, Web 3.0
and ESG, among other areas and gives a comparative analysis of blockchain platforms
for dapp development. The paper is also a pioneer in highlighting the challenges that
plague dapp development, deployment and usage.

Index Terms
DIFC, blockchain, dapps, COP26, DCarbonX, ESG, Web 3.0, climate change, carbon
market, greenwashing, NFT.

I. INTRODUCTION
The advent of blockchains in 2008 [ 1] with a novel concept of economic incentives
for participation in network reliability initiated the domain of cryptoeconomics.
Blockchain technology garnered considerable interest from domains spanning from
finance [2] to education [ 3], with a potential to disrupt existing working models.
The pandemic caused by the novel coronavirus has established the need for a strong
digital infrastructure for governments to ensure that the effects on the economy are
minimal [4]. Blockchain can assist in deploying this digital infrastructure while
providing transparency and data integrity. The financial sector is seen as the pivot
for blockchain to revolutionize the economy by innovative models of payments [ 5]
and banking [ 6]. Blockchain evolved from a permissionless network in Bitcoin to a
permissioned one in Quorum, resonating with the existing legacy financial systems
to be in synchronization with the needs for data privacy and regulated access. The
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conception of smart contracts in Ethereum [7] heralded a new era of applications,
built on top of the underlying decentralised blockchain infrastructure, known as
decentralised applications (hereafter referred to as dapps).
Dapps utilize and provide the characteristics of blockchain technology to products
and services, majorly using smart contracts [8]. Smart contracts find applicability
in multiple areas, including but not limited to Islamic capital markets [9], peer-topeer lending [10], supply chain finance [11], insurance [ 12] and the Environmental,
Social and Governance (ESG) sector [13]. The market for dapps is expected to
reach 368.25B by 2027 spurred by the need for secure peer-to-peer transactions,
where coronavirus is seen as a key influencing factor [14]. The primary advantages
provided by dapps include transparency, immutability, real time transactions, low
cost, absolving of intermediaries and a programmed execution of stipulated terms
in contractual business relationships. Dapps through smart contracts can also help to
adhere to Shariah standards by helping to comply with the Shariah law and providing
evidence for the same through transparent transactions on the blockchain [15].
The ESG market is facing multiple challenges like lack of transparency, issues dealing
with integration in the existing infrastructure, and delivering on ESG commitments
[16]. A pertinent area of relevance after COP26 is that of carbon emission reductions
and countries are being asked to come forward with ambitious 2030 reductions
o
targets to reach ”global net zero by mid-century and keep 1.5 within reach” [17]. A
major requirement to achieve this goal is to have an authentic and accurate record of
carbon emissions by each country and hence each relevant organisation. Thereafter,
there should be an infrastructure to provide this record to the country for accounting
purposes such that the data is non-repudiated and cannot be corrupted. Moreover,
an exchange of carbon credits should be facilitated to ensure cooperation between
organisations encouraging flow from carbon negative entities to carbon neutral and
carbon positive entities. The paper conducts a case study on DCarbonX, which is
a pioneering blockchain-based software, that solves some of the major problems
associated with tracking and tracing of carbon credits. DCarbonX is developed by
Nash fintechX [18], which is a software solutions provider specialising in blockchain
and artificial intelligence, to provide an accurate recording of carbon credits and a
trading market for exchange of carbon credits. The case study has been discussed in
Section IV. The case study elaborates on the motivation behind the development of
DCarbonX, the functional architecture, salient features and the utility of the developed
decentralized application software in sustainable finance.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. The related work is given in Section
II. Relevant background, where a description of blockchain technology, smart
contracts, dapps and a comparison of major blockchain platforms on which dapps
can be developed is given in Section III. The paper discusses the applications of
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dapps in some pertinent domains in Subsection III-E. The challenges faced during the
development, deployment and usage of dapps, in general, are given in Section V while
the conclusion is given in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK
Cai et al. in [19] elaborate on the importance of dapps and conduct a survey on state
of the art in dapps, whereas in [20], Zheng et al. discuss the components of a dapp,
while highlighting that there is no single point of failure. In this paper, we elaborate
on the issues that are present in the ESG domain, while providing a solution to solve
some major impediments to achieving carbon neutrality by 2050. In [ 21], Wu et al. do
an empirical study of blockchain-based dapps, provide a summary of methodology of
usage of smart contracts by dapps to access the underlying blockchain and conduct a
descriptive analysis of popularity of dapps. The present work differs in focusing on a
single decentralized application software, DcarbonX, that provides a carbon market
for trading of carbon credits. In [22] Mishra et al. discuss the usage of blockchain and
dapps to resolve the security issues around sharing of students’ credentials, whereas
our work deals with resolving issues around transparency, tracking and accurate
accounting of carbon emission reductions. Rupa et al. in [ 22] utilize a dapp for storage
of medical records in Ethereum to protect it from unauthorized access by attackers and
designed the associated dapp for Industry 5.0. The present work utilizes a dapp to help
prevent greenwashing and manipulation of the record of issued carbon credits. The
present work is an application for Web 3.0. Marchesi et al. in [24] define a structured
approach to developing dapps using an agile and scrum methodology in Ethereum,
which is extensible to other blockchains. Our work defines the architecture and gives
the platform details for DCarbonX, which is a dapp providing a blockchain-based
carbon market. In [ 25], Hamza et al. give an overview of the scientific evidence and
impact of climate change, indicating the need for solutions to combat it. The present
work is a pioneer in providing a solution through a dapp, DCarbonX, for assisting
in providing an accurate quantitative measurement of the efforts to combat climate
change. In [ 26], Chen elaborates on the significance of using blockchain to improve
accountability in carbon markets and to develop renewable energy microgrids, whereas
our work provides a practical evidence of the accountability blockchain provides for
carbon markets through our decentralized application software, DCarbonX.

III. BACKGROUND
A. Blockchain
Blockchain is a decentralized and distributed database that operates in a peer-to-peer
network. The organisation of data in a blockchain is in the form of blocks and can be
visualized as a singly linked list as given in
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Figure 1. The singly linked list is a series of nodes, where each node contains a data
field and the address of the next data node in the list. The last node in the list points to
null. Blockchain is an ever increasing series of blocks, where the first block is referred
to as the genesis block

Figure 1: Singly linked list vs Blockchain.

and provides a template for all other blocks. All blocks, other than the genesis, contain
a reference to the previous block. There are conceptual differences between a singly
linked list and blockchain. Individual blocks in the blockchain have multiple data
points in the form of transactions hashed together in a Merkle tree and hash of the
previous block in the block header, for example, linked together by cryptography
and this is not present in a singly linked list. Additionally, the data in a linked list
can be changed and deleted. In a blockchain, the data is immutable and cannot be
corrupted. There is no provision for deleting blocks in a blockchain as any change
in data needs to be accomplished in all the copies of the database that reside with
possibly thousands of validators in case of a public blockchain [1]. The blockchain
network majorly comprises of:
•
•
•
•

Users
Validators
Consensus Protocol
Governance Mechanism

Users use the dapps and payment services provided by the blockchain. Validators
are responsible for maintaining the blockchain database and participate in validating
transactions by virtue of which the data gets recorded on the distributed ledger of
the blockchain. Consensus protocol has been described in the following subsection.
The governance mechanism followed by the blockchain network determines how
coordinated the various entities in the network are to accomplish the strategic goals of
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the blockchain platform, ensures that the blockchain services are always available and
minimises the occurrence of forks [27].
1) Consensus: Blockchain is a distributed database where no single entity controls
the addition of data but the right to update the database is distributed among owners
of computing power, stakeholders or a user’s social network [28]. The universal
agreement within the blockchain network as to the legitimacy of the data to be added
and which validator will add data is referred to as consensus. There are different
consensus protocols being utilized by blockchain networks based on the economic set
and the choice of the consensus protocol helps in determining the throughput of the
blockchain network, among other major parameters governing blockchain networks.
The primary consensus protocol, Proof of Work, employed by Bitcoin and Ethereum,
utilizes a lot of energy and the energy consumption of each Bitcoin transaction is
estimated to be equivalent to 1173 kilowatt hours of electricity, which can ”power
the typical American home for six weeks” [29]. This makes proof of work consensus
protocol an unsuitable candidate for usage in view of the climate goals outlined in
COP26.
B. Smart contracts
Smart contracts are computer programs that reside on the blockchain platform and
their correct execution is enforced by the consensus protocol. They help to formalize
and secure relationships on the blockchain network [30]. Smart contracts find usage
in multiple areas like gaming, finance, supply chain, insurance and notary, among
others [31]. A sample smart contract to create an NFT (non-fungible token), which are
token representations of non-fungible assets, is given in Figure 2. The smart contract
creates a permanent record of an Eid Al Adha 2021 greeting by Nash fintechX, which
depicts a few lessons from the last sermon of Prophet Mohammad (Sallalahu Alayhi
Wasallam - May peace and blessings of Allah be upon him). The smart contract stores
the hash of the greeting image that is stored on InterPlanetary File System (IPFS),
which is a peer-to-peer distributed file system [32]. Nash fintechX made use of Pinata
cloud services [33] to ensure the image can be accessed at all times from IPFS. Pinata
provides pinning services to facilitate a user to host files on the IPFS network. The
smart contract is stored on the Rinkeby testnet of Ethereum.
The transaction hash for the NFT from Nash fintechX is:
0x136d93be4784b3b4c470337608a8aa1b5f2402fa3edb15128a57a6902669e108
The transaction hash can be searched in the Rinkeby testnet explorer [ 34]. Thereafter,
the transaction details can be seen to verify input data. The input data can be decoded
to see the link for the file stored on IPFS, which in turn contains the link of the image
and other relevant information associated with the NFT. The image that is stored on
IPFS is given in Figure 3.
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Figure 2: An Excerpt from an NFT Smart Contract

C. Decentralized applications
Decentralized applications or dapps, as mentioned previously, are developed on the
blockchain infrastructure supported by smart contracts. The nomenclature is derived
from the way existing applications are designated using the environment of their

Figure 3: Eid Al Adha Greeting 2021 from Nash fintechX - NFT stored on Rinkeby testnet
of Ethereum.
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execution as a deciding factor. Hence, applications developed to function on the web
are known as web apps whereas those that function on smartphones are referred to
as smartphone apps. Similarly applications that function on decentralized platforms
like the blockchain are referred to as decentralized apps or dapps. The difference is
that dapps have a backend hosted on a decentralized platform, whereas web apps
and smartphone apps are powered by a centralized backend in AWS for example.
Ethereum was the first blockchain platform that provided the functionality of smart
contracts [35] in 2015. Majority of dapps are on Ethereum [36] with the number being
close to 4000 [37].

Figure 4: Ethereum Dapp Development.

Figure 4 depicts one of the methodologies of dapp development in Ethereum. The
smart contract/s on which the dapp would be developed are deployed on Ethereum
using Truffle Console [38] through the Linux command line [39]. Truffle console
helps to deploy the smart contract on the blockchain through an Ethereum client [40].
Once the smart contract has been deployed, the user interface (UI) is developed to
help the users interact with the smart contract on the blockchain. In Figure 4, the smart
contract has been deployed on the Ropsten testnet of Ethereum, which simulates the
main Ethereum network but offers fake cryptocurrencies for testing purposes. The
frontend helps the user to interact with the smart contract through the Ethereum
client using Ethereum JavaScript API [ 41]. All the changes in data through the dapp
are recorded using the smart contract on the blockchain platform. The methodology
followed in different blockchain platforms by way of software libraries and tools used
might be different from the one depicted in Figure 4, but conceptually the process will
be similar in all blockchain platforms.
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D. Blockchain Platforms for Dapp Development
Blockchain platforms that enable the functionality of smart contracts can provide
the infrastructure to develop dapps. Table 1 gives a comparison of the main public
blockchain platforms that provide the functionality of developing dapps that store
the execution rules in smart contracts on the blockchain platform. The blockchain
provides the database for storage and retrieval of data generated through dapps. The
metrics depicted were retrieved from various sources and correspond to 13th January,
2022.
Table 1 gives the throughput or the number of transactions per second that the concerned
blockchain platform is able to achieve and Solana has the maximum throughput with
Ethereum being the lowest in terms of performance. The smart contracts can be written
in multiple programming languages and blockchain platforms, which provide popular
programming languages to write smart contracts like Solana are more attractive for
developers. Similarly the transaction fee is an extremely important parameter when
developing dapps that will involve a large number of transactions/ users. Stellar has
the lowest transaction fee but only the base fee has been indicated in Table 1, while the
actual transaction fee would depend on the number of operations a transaction entails.
Solana scores in having minimal transaction fee after Stellar.
In consideration of the climate goals outlined in COP26, the consensus protocol used
by the blockchain platform should not be energy intensive, so the usage should not
contribute to an increase in the number of carbon emissions. Additionally, the hardware
requirements for the organization to participate as a validator of transactions must
also be researched upon, while taking care of the overall budget of the organization.
This scenario would arise if the organization intended to participate in the transaction
validation process in the blockchain platform. The market capitalization (or market
cap as indicated in Table 1) gives an indication of the investor confidence in the
blockchain platform. It is also a prediction of the quality of the technological offering
as well as the resiliency of the blockchain platform. A large market cap by default
indicates a larger window for the platform to resolve issues in code, for example, and
come forward with a sound offering.
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Table 1: Comparison of Blockchain Platforms for Dapp Development
Blockchain
platform

Throughput
(tps(1))

Smart Contracts
Programming language

Algorand

1000

TEAL(((

Cardano

250

Haskell

Ethereum

13-14

Solidity

Solana

50,000

Tezos

40

Stellar

1000

Consensus
algorithm

Market
Cap

Transaction fee
(USD)

PoS(((

8.8B

0.0014

41.71B

0.4

Ouroboros
(PoS)
PoW

(((

389.8B

C, Rust, C++

Tower (PoH(5))

46.58B

Michelson, SmartPy, LIGO

PoS

3.7B

-NA-(((

SCP(((

6.71B

Public

6.493

0.00025

0.00000274(((
0.00232

E. Applications of Dapps in Finance
The primary benefits of dapps encompass traceability, data immutability, censorshipresistance, service availability, decentralized servers, source code auditability and
divisibility of digital currencies being utilized with dapps. Applications of dapps that
capitalize on the indicated benefits can be manifold, especially in the finance sector.
A few applications have been highlighted in this paper, which can be categorised in
the following domains:
Decentralized Finance (DeFi): Decentralized finance or DeFi comprises of financial
products and services developed using the decentralized, distributed ledger
infrastructure as in a blockchain [42]. Blockchain absolves the need for intermediaries
and financial services are provided through a trustless financial domain in DeFi.
Transactions happen in real time and since intermediaries are not required there is cost
reduction. This trustless economy is based on the concepts of game theory [43], where
validators are given economic incentives to maintain the integrity of the blockchain
network. Decentralized borrowing and lending can be accomplished through dapps.
NFTs, cryptocurrencies or fungible assets can be used as a collateral. The rise of
DeFi has given rise to novel business models [44], like decentralized marketplaces,
automated settlement trading, tokenization of Islamic bonds, derivatives trading,
liquidity pools and yield farming, among others.
Embedded Finance: Embedded finance implies the offering of financial services,
through non-financial companies by using third-party providers or their own
resources, to their clients. Embedded finance provides benefits of time saving within
the same physical location to the consumers, who do not have to go to a financial
service provider if they need credit but can buy the product they intend to, through
the retailer. The embedded financial provider offers a seamless experience to the
(1) transactions per second
(2) Transaction Execution Application Language
(3) Proof of Stake
(4) Proof of Work
(5) Proof of History
(6) Does not have a smart contract programming language
(7) Stellar Consensus Protocol
(8) Base fee
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consumers by integrating the payment mechanism as a part of the service offering
itself. Examples of embedded finance are Apple Pay, Google Pay and PayPal.
Blockchain provides cost reduction, faster transaction settlement, transparency and an
immutable transaction record. All these features of the technology make it a utilitarian
technology to implement embedded finance. Every DeFi dapp is an embedded financial
offering at its core, where users use cryptocurrencies in exchange for fiat to utilize the
decentralized financial offering. Embedded finance coupled with blockchain-based
dapps can offer benefits in multiple areas like metaverse, digital commerce, insurance
and even gaming [45].
Web 3.0: Web 1.0 offered users the ability to read data, whereas Web 2.0 enabled
users to not just read but also write data, contributing to the available content for
consumption. Web 3.0 extends Web 2.0 and facilitates the users to read, write and
execute implying participation by the general population in contributing to the
backend of software applications [46]. This contribution enables decision-making
to be transferred to the average user and encompasses incentives through monetary
rewards for the service provided by the user. This forms the foundation of tokenomics
[47], which is powered by blockchain. NFTs would pave the way for assigning rights
and privileges in the digital world, equivalent to ownership rights in the physical
world. Metaverse could be powered by a new cryptocurrency. The integration of
blockchain, AR (Augmented Reality), VR (Virtual Reality), MR (Mixed Reality) and
NFTs [48] will change the way businesses are conducted and cause disruption in the
financial sector. However, the concept is still in its infancy.
Insurance: The insurance industry has been slower to adapt a tech model, in contrast to
their companies in retail banking and capital markets, but in hindsight it can result in
a massive advantage on account of the wider acceptance of the digital landscape and
maturity in underlying technologies. Insurance is now ripe for disruption as reflected
in the fast growth of insurtech deals [ 49]. Blockchain is a pivotal technology that can
help to automate tasks in the insurance industry [ 50]. An example would be automating
claim settlement through smart contracts that get triggered on the occurrence on an
event for which an insurance cover exists. Dapps that synchronize the activities
associated with claim settlement and harmonise the actions of various intermediaries
through a common, decentralized ledger for data sharing can revolutionize the
insurance industry. Other applications also exist, whereby dapps can provide authentic
and non-repudiated data for AI (artificial intelligence) algorithms to offer customized
insurance products for example to the users. Blockchain can help to prevent fraud [ 51]
and through the employment of machine learning predict the occurrence of events for
each insured individual, based on metrics derived from their life.
ESG: Investors observe a correlation between the financial performance of a
company and their navigation of environmental challenges/ opportunities as per a
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study conducted by Research in Finance [52]. Climate change, carbon emissions and
pollution rank as the major environmental concerns amongst investors. Independence
of board, executive remuneration and diversity in the board composition were
foremost in the governance criterion when investors evaluated a firm. Rights of
workers, equality and diversity were important factors for investors when looking
at the social considerations [53]. When we focus on the environmental facet of ESG
then an authentic impact assessment and measurement becomes extremely important.
Blockchain through dapps developed to accommodate the ESG criteria come across
as invaluable tools to provide a non-repudiated account of the environmental progress
achieved to thwart climate change or reduce pollution. The European Commission
for example intends to use blockchain to fight climate change [54]. Blockchain
through the use of smart contract, oracles and dapps can interact with real-world
data to cope with the impact of climate change [55]. In accomplishing transparency
in governance, blockchain through smart contracts and dapps can facilitate honest
voting on decisions, where all concerned stakeholders can participate with their votes
permanently recorded on the blockchain [56]. Dapps that support financial inclusion
and provide tokens to record the impact of a social initiative leverage on blockchain
for a quantitative measurement of the benefits that are being achieved socially [57].

IV. DCARBONX: DECENTRALIZED CARBON
MARKET APPLICATION SOFTWARE
DcarbonX, Nash fintechX’s proprietary software, brings to market NFT-based carbon
credit tracking and a secondary marketplace. DCarbonX facilitates secure, real time
logging and tracking of carbon credits, while functioning as a marketplace on its
integrated platform. The DCarbonX platform can be accessed by SMEs as a common
marketplace or can be built on top of existing internal systems in large enterprises
and government institutions. The functional architecture of DCarbonX is described
in Subsection IV-B.
The company intends to launch the product in the market in Q3 of 2022 as well as to
homologate the solution with climate bodies in the main target regions e.g. European
Climate Change program, CAMENA and Task Force on Voluntary Carbon Markets
(TSVCM). The target market is VCMs (Voluntary Carbon Markets) and NDC
(Nationally Determined Contributions) projects, funded by conventional financial
institutions and Islamic financial institutions. While, no official estimation of market
exists, Nash fintechX’s internal analysis shows that a target CO2-equivalent reduction
of 23 GtCO2-equivalent (including 2.5 GtCO2-equivalent for VCM project) by 2030
translates to projects worth $66B. Assuming high adoption of blockchain solution
in VCM projects and low-medium adoption in NDC projects, this translates to $3040B worth of transactions annually (2030-2050) on logging impact and carbon credit
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sales on the DCarbonX platform. The company intends to work closely with banks,
financial institutions and Islamic financial institutions for project definition, tracking
as well capacity building of internal teams on ESG impact topics. There is a major
challenge to get the stakeholders aligned on this novel approach, including climate
bodies, clients executing the project and project auditors. The main revenue will be
generated from the transaction fees from NFT issuance from the platform and project
consultancy.
A. Motivation
COP26 was a landmark event in the fight against climate change as all 196 countries
at UN signed the international treaty on climate change mitigation, commonly known
as Paris accord. The primary aim is to keep the rise in mean global temperature to
o
o
below 2 C and preferably to 1.5 C. The Paris accord also foresaw countries to build
national plans known as Nationally Determined Contributions (NDCs) on emission
reduction targets every 5 years. The COP26 held in Glasgow in October-November
2021 saw 194 countries presenting their first NDCs while 143 of them submitted
new or updated plans in time for COP26. These new, updated plans would lead to
total GHG (greenhouse gas) emissions being about 9% lower in 2030 than they were
in 2010. The UN estimates that the current commitments align with a temperature
o
increase of 2.7 C by the end of the century. This will mean additional commitments
on emission reduction on part of member countries to reach Paris accord target of
o
o
average temperature increase of 2 C or preferred target of 1.5 C. COP26 was also the
most significant COP for companies and the finance sector, reflecting the growing
expectations of both to play key roles in enabling decarbonization in accordance with
the Paris goals.
One of the major points of discussion at COP26 related to Article 6, which sets
forth a framework for the creation of a voluntary international carbon credit trading
market. The article 6.2 foresaw that countries will voluntarily engage in “cooperative
approaches” involving internationally transferred mitigation outcomes (“ITMOs”,
emissions credits transferrable across globe) towards their NDCs. The Article 6.2 also
provides that, in so doing, countries must apply robust accounting to ensure avoidance
of double counting of emission credits [58].
The goals of article 6.2 are operationalized in article 6.4, which defines a “mechanism”
supervised by a body designated by the parties to the Paris Agreement to:
1. Promote the mitigation of GHG emissions
2. Incentivize and facilitate the mitigation of GHG emissions by public and
private entities
Although Article 6 lays the foundation for the creation of a global carbon credit market,
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it left key implementation details to be determined later. There were differences on
structural topics including mechanism to avoid double counting and trading of older
carbon credits. After five years of deliberations, there was fortunately an agreement at
COP26 on the ‘rulebook’ for this carbon credit market for the states and private entities
to generate and trade carbon offset credits. While the agreement is a leap forward
for transparency on country level NDCs achievements and carbon credit transfer,
the big concern remains on lack of mechanisms governing private projects outside
a country’s NDC or not adjusted for in the country’s carbon budget. These emission
reductions certificates can still be sold to corporate emitters or other non-state actors,
who could use them to claim that they are reaching “climate neutrality” without a
robust tracking and logging mechanism. Currently only few voluntary carbon markets
are established for entities to buy and sell carbon offset credits at their discretion (e.g.,
to fulfill a voluntary commitment to reduce emissions). Lack of standardization in
these voluntary markets has raised numerous concerns, including with respect to the
quality and validity of offsets and the associated credits [58].
There has been a flurry of announcements on voluntary contribution on carbon
emission reduction in the run-up to COP26 by private entities, both in high carbon
emitting sectors as well as financial sectors. The climate targets will become a key
performance metric and competitive advantage for players in their respective business.
Thus a robust, secure, transparent carbon tracking and trading system is a big business
opportunity in the run-up to the first climate change milestone of 2030. DCarbonX
aims to fulfil this exploding market need with its blockchain-based emission tracking
and trading platform as a market pioneer [59].
B. Functional Architecture

Figure 5: Functional Architecture of DCarbonX.
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DCarbonX is a blockchain-based carbon market. It is a decentralized application
software that utilizes blockchain to store an immutable record of issued and traded
carbon credits. It provides a primary and secondary market for trading of carbon
credits, stored as NFTs on the blockchain platform. These carbon credit are created as
NFTs following a similar methodology as was employed for Figure 3.
Figure 5 represents a simplified functional architecture of DCarbonX. The user
through the organization that uses DCarbonX accesses the NFTs of carbon credit
certificates through a dapp. Smart contracts help to create NFTs of uploaded carbon
credit certificates and also facilitate trading of NFTs. The organization and the users
can see analytics related to the issued carbon credit certificates, where each carbon
credit certificate would list down the owners, indicating the original owner and then
all the subsequent buyers in the trading market. Additionally, the dashboard developed
through a web app working in integration with the dapp will depict the total number of
issued carbon credit certificates, total number of uploaded carbon credit certificates or
NFTs and the number of duplicate requests whereby someone tries to upload a carbon
credit certificate that already exists on the blockchain.
C. Minimum Viable Product
Figure 6 depicts screenshots from the minimum viable product (MVP) of DCarbonX,
which has been developed on Solana [ 60] blockchain platform. The screenshot on
the left shows a carbon offset NFT on Solana blockchain. The certificate is stored
on Arweave [61], while the hash is stored on Solana. The hash and the related
transaction can be seen by clicking the keyword ’Solana’ while to traverse the
uploaded certificate, ’Arweave’ needs to be clicked. The MVP uses Phantom wallet
[62], which can be installed on Chrome browser. The Phantom extension helps users
to create a blockchain-based wallet, buy and store the cryptocurrency of Solana and
helps in transaction payments. The screenshot also shows the profile, account balance
of the concerned user and permitted functions for that profile, which are to create
an NFT, sell an NFT, buy cryptocurrency and disconnect from the Phantom wallet.
DCarbonX can be developed on any blockchain platform providing smart contracts
but our analysis revealed that Solana would be an optimum choice considering our
need that the blockchain platform should not be energy intensive like Ethereum,
have a high throughput and should have minimal transaction fee. Our comparison
of blockchain platforms in Table 1 on which dapps can be developed supports our
conclusion in favor of Solana. The screenshot on the right shows the listing of NFT
in the primary market in the Solana blockchain, which can be reached by clicking the
keyword ’Solana’ in the screenshot on the left. This provides an immutable record
of the carbon offset as an NFT on the blockchain. The DCarbonX dapp provides a
drag-and-drop GUI (graphical user interface) so the users visualize the carbon market
as being similar to the existing web apps in simplicity of design, while the backend
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complexity is hidden from them.

Figure 6: Screenshots from the MVP of DCarbonX.

D. Salient Features
The salient features of DCarbonX together with the advantages it provides can be
summarized as follows:

1. DCarbonX is under the control of the issuing organisation and only registered
entities can participate in the carbon market.
2. The issuing organisation has the sole power to create NFTs whereas all other
users can buy and sell them. This can be extended to accommodate other
issuers, if needed.
3. A carbon credit NFT issued by the organisation is listed in the primary market.
4. Any purchase and resale of the issued carbon credit NFT lists it in the secondary
market.
5. Interface to view all issued carbon credit certificates through the web app
dashboard.
6. Analytics indicating total number of issued carbon credits through NFTs.
7. The NFT of a carbon credit certificate has its entire list of owners listed on the
dashboard.
8. The issuing organization gains a certain percentage of the profit each time the
issued carbon credit NFT is sold in the carbon market.
9. At any instant of time all the transactions are available on the public blockchain
for validation.
10. The identity of the registered users is known only to the issuing organization to
ensure privacy, whereas transaction records are public for transparency.
11. An immutable record of issued carbon credit NFTs will prevent duplication of
records, thus preventing greenwashing.
12. All claims made by an organization related to its positive contribution to
achieving carbon neutrality will be backed by authentic and non-repudiated
records on the blockchain.
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13. DCarbonX has a GUI, which hides the complexity of blockchain from the
users.
14. The overall infrastructure will provide the requisite accountability, transparency
and trading of carbon credits to strengthen the efforts of achieving the climate
goals outlined in COP26, adhering to a structured and quantifiable approach.
15. Potential deployment of AI on the blockchain data to offer recommendations
to traders on which carbon credit NFT to buy, indicate the best price for sale
and predict demand.

E. Utility in Sustainable Finance

One of the biggest challenge in achieving the 1.5 C Paris accord goal remains the
funding for climate projects contributing to NDCs and VCMs. A commitment of
$100B per year by donors to support low and middle-income countries in tackling
climate change was among the key goals of COP26. However, there was no explicit
agreement at COP26 on the mechanism to fully deliver this commitment upto 2025.
There has been a push to mobilize private sector financing to bridge this gap and
more than 450 firms totaling $130T in asset base have formed the Glasgow Financial
Alliance for Net Zero (GFANZ), a forum for financial institutions to accelerate the
transition to a net-zero global economy. The GFAMZ will report progress on financed
projects but will also define net zero pathways for major sectors, thus aligning efforts
from corporates and financial institutions. Large private sector banks have joined
the fray with Goldman Sachs committing $750B to sustainable finance over the next
decade. This followed an earlier announcement from JPMorgan Chase to facilitate
$200B in sustainable finance in 2020. There still remains a financing gap which has to
be bridged by innovative, sustainable financing asset classes. Green bond has emerged
in recent years as a major sustainable financial tool with the issuance touching $500B
in 2021. However, continued growth of green bonds remains incumbent to solving
two major challenges associated with the ESG sector, namely greenwashing and
higher issuance costs linked to impact assessment and reporting.
o

The Islamic principles of moderation in consumption, and avoidance of the wasteful
use of natural resources makes faith an integral force multiplier in the fight against
climate change. This is especially important as 57 member countries of OIC are home
to almost 24% of world’s population with many of the member countries likely to be
heavily impacted by the effect of climate change. The Islamic finance products with
it’s unique asset-backed, ethical and risk sharing principles lends itself naturally to
principles of sustainable finance. There has been a greater focus on Green Sukuk as
a major asset class to meet climate financing needs. The market for green sukuk has
grown rapidly with issuance of $3.5B in 2019, driven partly by increased liquidity in
investor base in MENA and Asia. There has been a diversification in investor base
with a push for ESG products in EU and other developed regions. However, like its
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counterpart in conventional finance, green bond, green sukuk also involves rigorous
project monitoring and impact logging making it difficult to catch up the market
appetite. Thus, creating a supply gap. DCarbonX aims to solve the problem through
early involvement in project selection as indicated in Figure 7 and supporting the
project teams throughout the project lifecycle.

Figure 7: DCarbonX and IsDB Green Sukuk Issuance Cycle.

V. CHALLENGES IN DEVELOPMENT,
DEPLOYMENT AND USAGE
Blockchain technology, despite being revolutionary for the finance sector, has still not
seen mass adoption. The advent of NFTs witnessed an increase in the user base and
brought the technology to the realm of the common man for an asset-backed productive
usage, instead of being an investment vehicle for cryptocurrencies. However, there
still exist challenges that need a coordinated effort from all stakeholders to deploy
the technology to solve existing challenges, for which an alternative solution does not
exist like for climate change. Some of the challenges related to dapps, demarcated into
different categories, have been enumerated below:
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A. Development
•

Limited blockchain experts. Blockchain technology is still in the stage of
development with most projects still in the pilot phase. On account of this
people pursuing advanced studies/ skills in the technology are comparatively
few in number. This has led to scarcity of requisite talent, leading to a limited
number of blockchain experts.

•

Absence of smart contract auditors. Smart contracts developed on different
platforms form the foundation for dapps. Any transaction emanating through
dapps is permanent with the resulting data leaving an immutable footprint
in the blockchain platform. Hence the code for the smart contract should be
critically analysed for any potential issues and even security flaws, which can
lead to drainage of funds from a user’s wallet or other similar cybercrimes.
This analysis can be accomplished by smart contract auditors who are well
aware of the programming language and the various issues associated with
the use of blockchain. This knowledge in multiple areas has created a need for
experts, who are relatively fewer in number.

•

Scarce developer community. Blockchain platforms employ different
programming languages to build smart contracts, including many new
languages native to a particular blockchain platform like Solidity in case of
Ethereum. This has led to the need for developers proficient in these languages.
Lack of mass adoption has prevented many developers, from venturing into
the area. Thus, the developer community in blockchain is small. Additionally,
the complexity associated with the development of a dapp, which requires
development skills in not just the requisite blockchain platform but also an
understanding of the technology to ensure robust smart contracts that back
dapps, has attracted relatively fewer developers.

•

High initial capital requirement. In consideration of scarcity of blockchain
experts, smart contract code auditors and blockchain developers, the
development community is in a lot of demand and expense incurred to deploy
a blockchain-based solution is very high. Moreover, there needs to exist
cooperation between developers concerned with different facets pertaining
to dapp development like the frontend, smart contract coding, testing,
and integration with a centralized database/ oracles if needed. This lends
complexity to the process requiring comparatively more human resources to
bring to realization the target dapp as compared to a web or a mobile app.
Thus, any venture that undertakes the task of developing a dapp requires a very
high initial capital to integrate and employ the services of requisite experts and
developers.
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•

Lack of supporting tools. The smart contract technology is still new and has
not attained maturity. Consequently tools to support the development of smart
contracts and dapps that simplify the process and help to accomplish the
tasks efficiently are still work in progress or non-existent depending upon the
blockchain platform.

•

Inherent bottlenecks in the blockchain platform. Blockchain platforms might
deal with different obstacles based on the consensus mechanism employed by
them, among other factors. Scalability and throughput are dominating issues
in Ethereum on account of proof of work consensus. Additionally, it involves
considerable expenditure of energy, like in Bitcoin and many other privacypreserving blockchain platforms like Monero, Zcash and Dash, which makes it
unsuitable to be used for ESG purposes. Throughput is a major issue in other
blockchain platforms as well, where it is seen that the transactions per second,
as given in Table 1, in most blockchain platforms is not sufficient to support a
large number of users in parallel. Credit card companies like Mastercard can
settle 5000 transactions per second [63].

B. Deployment
•

Integration of KYC. KYC or Know Your Customer is a mandatory requirement
in financial services to help validate the identity of the user and authenticate
the business relationship. KYC solutions are provided by third-parties or they
can be developed in-house, which results in an increase in the total costs. The
dapp needs to work seamlessly with the KYC services already provided by an
organisation. Alternatively, if KYC process is not existent in an organisation,
then they should be integrated during dapp development to ensure that the
mandatory requirements are catered to for dapp usage.

•

Integration with existing legacy systems. In majority of solutions where the
dapp caters to deployment by organisations and is not meant for direct retail
use, there needs to be an integration with the existing infrastructure of the
organisation. This integration can be with the organisation’s existing client
registration processes, access and retrieval of data from centralized databases
and updating of existing database in the organisation to populate it with
blockchain data for example. This integration requires expertise in existing
web technologies together with blockchain.

•

Inadequate regulatory support. Regulatory support is crucial for the sustainable
progress of innovations. Regulations have an impact on innovation [ 64] and their
existence is necessary to protect the users from malpractices and uncertainties
associated with a novel technological implementation. Blockchain technology,
cryptocurrencies and hence dapps do not have the requisite regulatory support
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in most countries that is essential for their secure deployment and usage [65].
•

Non-uniformity in wallet providers. Regional differences exist as to the
permissibility of utilizing a blockchain-based wallet for a dapp, with some
countries permitting a certain wallet provider, whereas other countries
prohibiting it. This poses an additional constraint during development as the
dapp needs to be adapted according to the geographical region of it’s offering.
Different wallet providers have a different fee structure and even a different
methodology for onboarding of clients.

C. Usage
•

Security issues and errors in code. Vulnerabilities in smart contract code
like coding errors can be exploited to make the usage of the concerned dapp
insecure. Once the smart contract is deployed on the blockchain, the code
cannot be updated so any bugs that exist would lead to undesirable effects. The
vulnerability in code led to the loss of $50M in the DAO attack on Ethereum
[66].

•

Requirement of cryptocurrencies. All blockchain platforms function by
charging a certain fee for the utility they provide. This fee must be paid in the
native cryptocurrency of the blockchain platform. So any user that utilizes a
dapp built on a public blockchain needs to have the native cryptocurrency in
their wallet that would make transaction payment possible for the blockchain
platform. There can be many dapp architectures where organisations can go
for a private or a permissioned blockchain and resort to using fake tokens in
exchange for fiat currency, doing away with the need of cryptocurrencies.
However, in general whenever a public blockchain platform is used, which
is an optimum choice whenever immutability and transparency is at the core
of an offering like the ESG sector, the user would need cryptocurrencies.
Another alternative can be developed, whereby the organisation pays in
the cryptocurrency on behalf of the clients. However, the current level of
advancement that exists in the technology as of now, envisages that a user
requires cryptocurrencies to use a dapp on a public blockchain. This is a
challenge as fiat currency is universally accepted and so their procurement and
management tools are available but cryptocurrencies are a recent embarking
and do not have the requisite support as of now.

•

Lack of trust in the technology. Blockchain is still considered to be a novel
technology. The initial domination of cryptocurrencies as an investment
vehicle, which witnessed massive fluctuations in prices and led to multiple
scams through ICOs has created suspicion in the average user and organisations
[67]. The usage of cryptocurrencies in cybercrime and the dark web had added
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to the lack of trust in the ethical nature of the technology [68]. Moreover, the
scalability and throughput issues that plague the technology [69] have garnered
a public opinion that associates lack of efficacy with the technology, rendering
it as a technology that is still in research and development phase.
•

Lack of technical literacy. Users are not educated on the various complexities
associated with the use of blockchain and dapps. There is lack of awareness
of the technology itself, with the existing consumers limited to entities with
the necessary technical knowledge required to use it. However, mass adoption
would occur realizing the full benefits that the technology offers, once the level
of technical literacy that is required and the ease of usage is similar to how
users interact with existing apps on the web or mobile.

•

Management of keys. The public and private keys associated with the
blockchain wallet need to be kept secure and different management strategies
exist like a web wallet, hot wallet or a cold wallet, among others. This imposes
an additional burden on the users in terms of technical awareness.

VI. CONCLUSION
Decentralized applications developed utilizing blockchain technology capitalize on
and provide all the benefits that accrue with blockchain usage. Dapps pave the way
for novel business models to be developed that can impact the economy positively,
considering the focus on a resilient digital infrastructure, instigated by the problems
during the coronavirus pandemic. In this paper we embark on a case study of a
decentralized application software, DCarbonX, which provides the necessary support
to mitigate the harmful effects of climate change and provides a quantifiable approach
to achieving carbon neutrality by 2050, as per the outlined goals in COP26. We give
the related work on dapps and highlight that a parallel to the present work has not been
delved upon so far to the best of our knowledge.
The paper gives a comparison of blockchain platforms that can be utilized to develop
dapps and highlights the applications of dapps in pertinent areas of DeFi, embedded
finance, insurance, Web 3.0 and ESG.
The main contribution of the paper is the case study of DCarbonX, which depicts the
practical implementation of a decentralized application in the very relevant area of
climate change. Climate change remains the biggest challenge confronting human
race. Climate projects pose the possibility of greenwashing and duplication of impact.
Even for NDC projects there is an elaborate bureaucratic process on logging and
auditing the impact. The current practices thus add to the cost of financing of climate
projects, while not contributing to the cause of transparency and fast deployment of
projects. The paper highlights how through DCarbonX, climate projects can be made
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traceable, their impact can be recorded and how a transparent carbon market can be
developed using blockchain.
The paper gives the functional architecture of DCarbonX and defines the salient
features of the MVP of DCarbonX. The paper also sheds light on the critical role
sustainable finance will play in execution of climate projects and specifically the
possibility to expand green sukuk for meeting the financing gaps. The section also
details integration of DCarbonX in the green sukuk issuance cycle to ensure a good
product design and robust impact tracking. The paper is a pioneer in describing the
challenges involved in development, actual deployment and usage of decentralized
applications.
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